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Dear Lord Bonomy
   I am writing this to urge the Scottish Government to totally ban any type of hunting with dogs or at the very
 least to tighten it up so that it will actually offer protection to our native wildlife!
In its current form it offers no such protection from cruelty!! This should also include a  ban on  any form of
 fighting below ground using terriers. This is a particularly nasty activity closely related to hunts up and down
 the country. I have experienced this going on around our farm on the farmland adjacent to ours and have felt
 helpless and unable to intervene to stop this disgusting form of animal abuse due to the current law in its
 present state!
 I say this as a country person born and bred and I live in harmony with my resident fox family with no
 problems whatsoever! (I have kept chickens and small mammals for 40+ years and I make sure they are
 secure.)
 The fox population  does NOT need to be "controlled" as they are a self regulating species and do regulate their
 own numbers very effectively! Thank you for taking the time to read my letter and please show the rest of the
 U.K. and Other countries  around the world what compassion and decency towards the natural world means!!
     Yours sincerely
               Mrs Caroline Campbell
           

Sent from my iPhone
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